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UNITED.` STATES PATENT OFFICE 
' :""f_"2,345,1‘52' " . Y 

' I -s'KYWnI'rING‘WITHA YLI'JR'ALITY0F5 John Reiney, Ñew York, N. Y. 

appiie'stinn November v, i940, serial No, 364,747 Y 
' , 1s oiaims. .gordo-127.1) ` 

This invention is 4a method of andíapparatus 
for forming letters'or symbols in the air by means 
of contiguous and substantially parallel smoke 
trails. ' ' 

In my prior Patent’No. 1,716,794, dated Junev 
11, 1929, there is disclosed a method of and ap 
paratus for forming letters or symbols in the air 
by means of contiguous and substantially par 
allel smoke trails, and the present invention is 
an improvement over the method. and apparatus 
set forth in that patent._ f _ . ' 

In my prior patent there isdisclosed a column 
carrying smoke forming material, which column 
is carried through the air, in nearly vertical po 
sition, by beingsuspended from a moving air- ' 
craft. This column is provided with a >nl'irnber 
of smoke-emitting valves, the openingand _clos 
ing- of which are controlled„so that the length 

1o' 
vsignals* are selectively received, that is, are re 

and placement of the several smoke trials is such 
as to build up a letter or symbol. . 
In the present invention,1 a similarlprinciple 

is utilized, in that a. pluralityof smoke _emitting 
valves is provided, but in Athis case each valve to 
gether with corresponding smoke forming' mech 
anism, is carried by an individual `airplane and 
these airplanes fly in contiguous and parallel 
paths, the valve in each plane being operated so 
as to control the placement and length> of smoke 
trail formed by that plane. , I ' 

The several planes, say ten ,or ñfteen, in num 
ber for example, fly in formation. _This may be 
“company front” formation, in horizontal. or 
vertical planes, or in echelon formation, in hori 
zontal, vertical or diagonal front formation. . . 

The` several planes are not mechanically con 
nected. Each plane, however, is providedwith 
~controllable means for formingat least one heavy 
smoke trail, andwith means for starting and 
stopping the smoke trail as desired. 

~ It will be evident, in order that the >several 'K 
smoke trails emitted by the several planes shall 
cooperate to form a finished letter, >that .the 
starting and stopping vmechanism in the lseveral 
planes be very closely and'accurately coordinated 
and controlled. l 

The term “smoke” is useolherein to cover not 
only products of combustion, butalso- to cover 
smoke-like material formed in other ways. The 
‘,‘smoke” may be formed by injectingvoil into the 
exhaust of the plane, orby a Aspray of titanium 
tetrachloride, which hydrolyzes on coming into 
contactwith the moisture in the air’and makes 
a white cloud, or by mixing sprays of ammonia 
and 'hydrochloric acid, or ¿in any other suitable ,v 
Way. 
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> The principal object, therefore, of this inven 
`tion, is to provide a plurality of airplanes, each 
of which is provided with smoke trail forming 
mechanism, with coordinated control so that 
this mechanism in the several planes will be op 
erated, either automatically or manually, to con 
trol the length _and placement of the smoke trails 
so as to build up finished letters. 
, To accomplishv these objects, individual or se 
lective signals are sent to each airplane and these 

'ceived‘ only by the plane for which they are in 
tended, and are ampliñed. The amplified signal ’ 
in each case may directly control a smoke valve 
for starting and stopping the smoke trail. The 
smoketrail will therefore be placed in the air 
vand will be of al length depending on the time 
andnduration of` the signal sent to each plane. 

' This control is automatic. . 
' As a corollary to the automatic operation, man 
ual operation maybe used as follows: 

’ ` The signalfor an individual plane is received 
and amplified by that plane as before; however, 
the amplified signal, instead of directly operat 
ing a smoke valve, operates a' signal such as a 
vlight' or a'rbuzzer, or a tactile device, and as soon 
as the operator perceives 'such a signal he turns 
on'the smoke valve and asV soon as the signal 
stops he turns it off.Í Slight delays might be in 
volved-in such manual yoperation due to differ 
ent reaction times of the operators in the sev 
_eral ships, but such variations in reaction times 
'would only be a matter of a fractio-n of a sec 
ond and so‘much differences are not serious. 

‘ In accordance >with the present invention, sig 
nal waves sent from the ground or from an 
otherv airplane are selectively received by the 
several airplanes and the received Wave is arn 
pliñed to >’work the smoke valve directly or to 
give a signal to the- operator who, in turn, works 
`th`e smoke valve. Also, the received wave may be 
perceived directly by the operator, who works 
the smoke valve; A`>`In my companion application 
Serial No. 364,748, filed of even date herewith, 
waves sent from the ground or from'another air 
~plane, are received and amplified and caused to 
operate a patterned record, which patterned rec 
ord, in turn, serves to operate >the smoke valve 
directly or to operate a signal, such as a light or 
buzzer, to tell the operator when to operate the 
smoke valve. In my companion application Se 
rial No. 364,749, ñled of even date herewith, there 

is alsov` provided a patterned record which started veither manually or by clockwork, such 
record either controlling the 'smoke valve di 
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rectly, or operating a signal to tell the operator 
when to operate the smoke valve. 
The invention will now be described in more 

detail by reference to theaccompanying draw 
ings, which are largely diagrammatic, in which: 
Figure 1 is a perspective view of a plurality of 

airplanes flying in “companying front” forma 
tion and emitting smoke trails to form a letter; 
Figure 2 is a diagrammatic View illustrating 

the relationship of ¿the severaldevicés of‘the-.in 
vention, for automatic operation. ' 

Figure 3 is a diagrammatic View of actuating l 

means for the transmitters; Figure 3A is a diagrammaticsideeviewto’illus» 
trate certain features of Figure 3j' " ' l 

transmitter; ~ - « 

Figure 5 is a diagrammatic view- ̀lof `>_a radio 
receiver and cooperating mechanism for" operatl 
ing a smoke valve; 'i " 

Figure 6 is a diagrammatic view .of 
transmitters; ' j , . 

Figure 7 is a diagrammatic _view ,of]a_,sound 
receiver and cooperating Ímechanism for yoper 
ating a smoke valve; , 

Figure 8 is a view of `a, light ktransmitter;> 
Figure 9 is a view of a light ~receiverand .co 

operating mechanism >for*.operating va smoke 
valve; ' ' ' . ,I » 

Figure 10 is a view, analogous to 1191112.12., il 
lustrating the relationship ioi" lthe _seyerlal„„de 
vices of the invention, for manual' operation; 

Figure 1l is a view of a light signal, for precep 
tion by the operator; " ` _ , 

Figure 12 is a View 0f ̀ afsdund signal, for per 
ception by the operator. 
Referring now _to these drawings, in which-sim 

ilar reference charactersr 'refer-to similar',A parts, 
a plurality of planes 2,„are.shOW,rl in_Fi'gure ,1, 
flying in company front,iorm'ation'.4 'They>` are 
here shown as living lina ,horizontal plane, b_ut 
they could >fly ina vertical plane, or alongia di 
agonal, if preferred. lThe vseveral..pla-nesfly in 
contiguous and substantially parallellpaths„.and 

„ai ,sound 

emit smoke trails 4, the ,lengthfand' placement 
of which are controlled so ,that .thetrailscOOper 
ate to build up a finishedA letter or ‘.symbol. ` 
The length and placement .of_„.thesmoke trails 

is, in one embodiment of the inventionßcontrolled 
automatically, by radiowaves or by _sound way-es 
or-.by light waves. Each of .these .types ofwaves 
has individual characteristics,„asfto means lfor 
generating them, wave length, frequency; speed 
of travel and means .for >receiving them, .and 
therefore are not to >be regardedas equivalents. 
Referring to Figure _2,-a »plurality ,oftransmit 

ters 6, is provided, _one .for each ofthe gplanese2. 
In place of plural transmitters, `afsingle trans. 
mitter sending out separate :frequencies-,tope 
picked up by correspondingly tuned ¿receivers 
could be used. The transmitters -mayvbe -on :the 
ground, or in a control plane whichzmay' belflying 
along with the others and which might >be one 
of the smoke emitting, trail forming planes, or 
these transmitters might be in a plane Yflying at 
some distance from the others. Each --of these 
‘several transmitterssends vout a signal Awave 
which is intended for reception only ‘by-a par~ 
ticular plane. The signalsïare 'therefore “selec-V 
tive.” Each plane is provided'with a receiver 8 
which receives the signal intended vfor it, and 
this receiver in turn is connected to operate a 
valve lû, which when open,^releases a smoke trail, 
the lengtnand placement of -whicndepends on 

. .§15 
Figure 4 is a diagrammatic vieW’of ̀ a .radio 
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the duration and timing of the received signal 
wave. 

Where a radio signal Wave is used, the trans 
mitter 6 may be a transmitter such as is shown 

5 in Figure 4. This transmitter circuit is known 
and is shown here for the purpose of illustra 
tion only, as other known types of radio trans 
mitters may be used. 
; This transmitter 6 uses what is known as a 

10 “Tri-tet” circuit, and ̀ comprises a vacuum or 
amplifying tube l2, of the“‘6L6” type. The radio 
frequency choke I4 is about 2.5 mh. A grid leak 

shown at l5. A screen voltage divider is shown 
~ -_fat~I-6, the “B”4 battery at I8. I9 is a small dial 
f_glight. The output of the plate circuit is im 
pressed on the usual antenna 20. Such a circuit 
may havean output of about 10 watts. 

, „Signal ‘.w.ave„of_ a particular frequency sent 
-out Iby a Aparticular transmitter 6 is received by 

»120 ¿the :receiver tuned to that frequency. 
.Assuming .there ,are .nine .airplanes _for ;a ¿par 

1 ticular :sky Writing ,rieb .and ,that .there y»is .an ~in 
.,_dividual transmitter 4li4 `for sending out. a _radio 

 Vwave of a particular frequency, it is necessary 
25 _to control thetiming and Yduration vof each radio 

' ¿wave inorder to >control .the placement and length 
of the smoke-trail. 
This ,may conveniently be done by .the use of 

`a record12|,_Fi_g. 3, analogous .to the ,record used 
430 k.ina player piano,_in that ̀ such .a record may be 

o'f paper and is provided withíindicia in the .form 
r4ofslots 22,.the ,positloningand length ,of which 
en_.the record determines .the placement and 
.duration _of> the .several „smoke trails. Ir nine 

v35 planes .are used, the record ,is provided with >nine 
>`longitudinally extending .channels o_r zones, 22', 
oneforeach plane. 'There xwillalso be >provided 
anelectrical contact making, resiliently mounted 
y.brush 2,3 .for each of saidchannelsandeach_brush 

40 ‘23 will 'be connectedto .one of ̀ the two loperating 
contacts 24 onthe nine transmitters 6, by means 
of wires 25. . 

‘î The other contact 24of each transmitterwill 
be connected by _wires‘28 _to a source .of power 

45 30, the other .terminalof whichis ,connected toa 
common contact ,platepr ̀ cylinder 32 Aon the vun 
derside `of nthe paper vrecord just ïbelow vthe 
`‘brushes 23. 

The record 2l will be'driven by ,some ̀ constant 
y50 speed drive, such as clock work ,or aspring motor, 

as in a phonograph, or by .a geared-.down syn 
chronous motor. 
Instead of a slotted record, the record could 

be a lbelt carrying other indicia serving as _con 
v55 tact-closing devices,` asis Well ,understood in the 

art ofelectric signs,.s11ch,f forexample, as v«metal 
¿flic letters, whichwhen >they contact' thebrushes 
A23,-close corresponding circuits. 
"'From‘the mechanism as_above described, itis 

60 „evident that as 'the recordmoves alongunder 
‘ ¿the :brushes 23 'the brushes will drop through the 

» slots in the record into „contact with cylinder 32 
andclosecírcuits _to the severaltransmitting sets, 
ata time, and _for alength .of timadepending 

65 upon the position and length of the slots. 
Each plane is provided with a receiver 8, illus 

trated diagrammatically in Fig. 5. This is a 
known ltype of receiver ~andis merely shown here 
as an illustration of .one vconvenient circuit for 

`70 this purpose. Each receiver is,.of course, tuned 
to a particular wave length corresponding-to the 
Wave length of _its corresponding transmitter 6. 
The incoming wave is impressed on and .ampli 
ned by a receiving circuit, the amplified .signal 

’(5 operating the relay 34. ’The relay circuit in: 
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cludes the source of power 36L and solenoid 38 
which is operatively connected to the operating 
arm 40 of the smoke valve 4I. When the valve 
4l is opened smoke is released from the plane 
through a pipe 42, the plane being provided with r 
any of the known types of smoke forming me 
chanism. 
From the parts as thus described, it will be 

evident that as the record 2l is fed along under 
the brushes 23, radio waves will be sent at pre 
determined times and for predetermined lengths 
of time as determined by the location and length 
of the slots 22 in the record, and smoke trails 
will be formed in the air in exactly the same rela 
tionship as to timing and length as exists be 
tween the several slots 22 in the paper record. 

- Instead of radio waves, sound waves may be 
used. Due to the relatively slow speed of travel 
of sound, the planes furthest from the source 
would receive their sound signals a little late, 
but this can be readily compensated for by a 
corresponding change in position of the slots 
22 in the control record 2|. 
Where a sound wave is used, the record 2| and 

cooperating brushes are used as before, the 
brushes and source of power being connected 
respectively to the terminals 24' of a corren 
sponding series of sound transmitters, of the 
type shown in Fig. 6. This sound transmitter 
is of a known type and comprises a vacuum tube 
oscillator 4B, the output side of which is con 
nected to a loud speaker or similar sound Waves 
producing device 4S to produce a sound wave of 
particular frequency. 
Each plane is provided with a sound receiving 

and amplifying circuit, one type of which is 
shown in Fig. '7, tuned to respond only to a sound 
wave of a particular frequency. The incoming 
sound wave is picked up by the microphone d8, 
and a corresponding current is impressed on the 
transformer 50 and thence on the ñrst stage of 
a two stage ampliñer, including a vacuum tube 
52 and cooperating parts, the output of which is 
impressed on the second stage of the amplifier, 
including a vacuum tube 54 and cooperating 
parts. The output of the second stage serves to 
operate a relay 34' analogous to the relay 34 of 
Figure 5. The relay circuit includes a source of 
power 36' and a solenoid 38’ connected to the 
handle 40’ of a smoke valve 4i ', in a smoke pipe 
42'. 
When a sound wave of a particular frequency 

is received by the receiver, the smoke valve 4I’ 
will be opened to produce a smoke trail the length 
and _placement of which is determined by the 
timing and duration of the received sound wave, 
which in turn is controlled by the placement 
and length of the appropriate slots 22 in the rece 
ord 2l. 
Thev smoke trail formation can also be con 

trolled by invisible light Waves, such as infra 
red or ultra-violet waves. Referring to Fig. 8 
a plurality of sources 56 of invisible light rays 
is provided, each connected to terminals 2t” 
analagous to the terminals 24 and 24' already 
described, so that the formation of a plurality 
of bands of invisible light rays of various wave 
lengths are sent out from 55, through suitable 
filters 58 as may be desirable. The use of dif~ 
ferent kinds of invisible light sources and the 
use of filters will give the necessary different 
types of light rays to be received individually by 
the several planes. 
Each plane is provided with a light ray re 

ceiving apparatus diagrammatically shown in 
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3 
Fig. 9, comprising a photo-electric cell 60 re 
sponsive only to a, particular band of invisible 
light. The output from this cell is impressed on 
the vacuum tube 62 and amplified to actuate 
a relay 34", which is connected to operate a 
relay circuit comprising a source of power 36”, 
to operate a solenoid 38" Which in turn oper 
ates the handle 40" of a smoke valve 4i" in a 
smoke pipe 42". 
With the three types of waves thus far de~ 

scribed, the formation of smoke trails is entirely 
automatic, that is to say is entirely independent 
of the pilot or operator in each plane. However, 
practically the same mechanism can be used in 
connection with manual operation of the smoke 
valves. Referring to Fig. l0, a plurality of trans 
mitters 6 would be provided which would send 
out radio, sound or light Awaves as before. These 
waves would be received and amplified by the 
respective receivers 8 in the diiîerent planes and 
these amplified waves would each operate a sig 
nal 64 which is perceived by the operator who 
then operates the handle Ml of control valve 4i 
to release a smoke trail in accordance with the 
length and duration of the received signal. 
In Fig. ll, the relay 34a, analogous to the re 

lay 34 of Fig. 5, closes a circuit through a bat 
tery 66 and light 68. As soon as the operator 
sees the light 68, he turns on the smoke, and 
when light 68 is extinguished, he turns it oñ. 

Referring to Fig. l2, the relay 34a closes a cir 
cuit through a source of power 66 and a buzzer 
10. When the buzzer starts, the operator op 
crates valve 4l to turn on the smoke, and when 
the buzzer stops he turns oír the smoke. A tac 
tile signal could evidently be used in place of 
light t3 or buzzer 1G, if desired. 
There is thus provided control means for 

building up a letter or symbol by means of con 
tiguous and substantially parallel smoke trails, 
and Where, by either automatic or manual means, 
the placement and length of the several smoke 
trails is controlled by the timing and duration 
of selectively received waves which may be either 
radio, sound, or light, which waves may be sent 
>from the ground or from an airplane. 

While the present preferred embodiments of 
the invention have been illustrated in some lde 
tail, it should be understood that the disclosure 
is illustrative of the invention, and not restric 
tive thereof, and that it can be carried out in 
other Ways. 

I claim as my invention: , 
l. The method for forming letters or symbols 

in the air by means of smoke trails, comprising 
the steps of assigning to each of a plurality of air 
planes a certain part of each letter or symbol, 
flying said airplanes in contiguous and substan~ 
tially parallel paths, releasing substantially par 
allel smoke trails from said airplanes, and con 
trolling the timing, length and placement of 
the smoke trails by signals to the several air 
planes, said smoke trails cooperating to form in 
dividual and successive letters or symbols. 

2. The method for forming letters or symbols 
in the air by means of smoke trails, comprising 
the steps of assigning to each of a plurality of 
airplanes a certain part of each letter or symbol, 
flying said airplanes in contiguous and substan 
tially parallel paths, releasing substantially par 
allel smoke trails from said airplanes, and con 
trolling the timing, length and placement of the 
smoke trails by signals to the several airplanes, 
which signals are perceived by the pilot of the 
airplane and guide him in operating smoke trail 
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releasingmechanism, said smoke trails cooperat 
ing to form individual and successive letters or 
symbols. , 

3. The method for forming letters or symbols 
in the air by means of smoke trails, comprising 
the steps of assigning to each of a plurality of 
airplanes a certain part of each letter or symbol, 
plying said airplanes in contiguous and substan 
tially parallel paths, releasing substantially par 
allel smoke trails from said airplanes, and con 
trolling the timing, length and placement of the 
smoke trails by signals to the several airplanes, 
which signals are ampliñed and rendered per 
ceptible to the pilot and serve to guide him in 
operating smoke trail releasing mechanism, said 
smoke trails cooperating to form individual and 
successive letters or symbols. 

4. The method for forming letters or symbols 
in the air by means of smoke trails, comprising 
the steps of assigning to each of a plurality of air 
planes a certain part of each letter or symbol, 
flying said airplanes in contiguous and substan 
tially parallel paths, releasing substantially par 
allel smoke trails from said airplanes, and con 
trolling the timing, length and placement of the 
smoke trails by signals to the several airplanes, 
amplifying such signals and causing such ampli 
lied signals to control directly mechanism for re 
leasing smoke trails of controlled length at con 
trolled intervals, said smoke trails cooperating 
to form individual and successive letters or sym 
bols. 

5. The method for forming letters or symbols 
in the air by means of smoke trails, comprising 
the steps of assigning to each of a plurality of 
airplanes a certain part of each letter or symbol, 
flying said airplanes in contiguous and substan 
tially parallel paths, releasing substantially par 
allel smoke trails from said airplanes, and con 
trolling the timing, length and placement of the 
smoke trails by sending signals to the several air 
planes, such signals involving the use of one of 
the following: sound Waves, invisible light waves; 
the timing and duration of such waves determin 
ing the placement and length of the smoke 
trails, said smoke trails cooperating to form in 
dividual and successive letters or symbols. 

6. Apparatus for forming letters or symbols in 
the air by means of smoke trails, comprising a 
plurality of airplanes arranged to fly in substan 
tially parallel paths, each provided With mecha 
nism for forming smoke trails, valve mechanism 
in each airplane for controlling the release of 
such smoke trails, and wave receiving and am 
plifying means for use in controlling said valve 
mechanism, for determining the placement and 
length of the smoke trails in accordance With the 
timing and duration of the received Wave, said 
smoke trails being substantially. parallel and co 
operating to form individual and successive let 
ters or symbols. ' 

7. Apparatus for forming letters or symbols 
in the air by means of smoke trails, comprising 
a plurality of airplanes arranged to fly in sub 
stantially parallel paths, each provided with 
mechanism for forming smoke trails, valve mech 
anisin in each airplane for controlling the release 
of such smoke trails, and Wave receiving and am 
plifying means for directly controlling said valve 
mechanism, for determining the placement and 
length of the smoke trails in accordance with the 
timing and duration of the received Wave, said 
smoke trails being substantially parallel and co 
operating to form individual and successive let 
ters or symbols. 
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18., Apparatus for forming letters or symbols in 

the air by means of parallel smoke trails, com 
prising smoke trail releasing mechanism, means 
for receiving a signal of a predetermined wave 
length, and means for amplifying such received 
signal and operating the smoke trail releasing 
mechanism for controlling the formation of the 
smoke trail in accordance with the timing and 
duration of the received signal. 

9. «Apparatus for use in forming letters or sym 
bols in the air by means of smoke trails, wherein a 
plurality of signal Waves of different wavelengths 
are selectively received by a corresponding plu 
rality of airplanes flying in parallel paths, com 
prising means for generating a plurality of sig 
nals of different Wave lengths, means for con 
trolling the timing and duration of such signals, 
comprising a travelling record, plural pick-up 
members, each allocated to cooperate With a par 
ticular longitudinal zone on the record and actu' 
ated by indicia carried by the record, the several 
pick-up members respectively controlling the for 
mation of different parts of the saine letter, said 
pick-up members being individually and oper 
atively connected to said signal generating 
means, and signal Wave receiving means in each 
of said airplanes, each of which is responsive to 
only one particular wave length as generated by 
said signal generating means. 

l0. Apparatus for use in forming letters or 
symbols in the air by means. of smoke trails, 
wherein a plurality of signal waves of diiïerent 
wave lengths are selectively received by a corre 
sponding plurality of airplanes iiying in parallel 
paths, comprising means for generating a plu 
rality of signals of diñerent Wave lengths, and 
means for controlling the timing and duration of 
such signals, comprising a travelling record, said 
record being provided with indicia in the form 
of longitudinal slots, a plurality of contact clos 
ing brushes allocated to cooperate with particu 
lar slots in the record, each of said brushes, and 
its corresponding slot, respectively controlling the 
formation of different parts of the same letter, 
said contact closing brushes being respectively 
connected to the signal generating means, Where 
by signals of different Wave lengths are sent out, 
the timing and duration of which correspond to 
the position and length of the corresponding slot 
in the record, and signal Wave receiving means in 
each of said airplanes, each of which is responsive 
to only one particular Wave length as generated 
by said signal generating means. 

l1. Apparatus for use in forming letters or 
symbols in the air by means of smoke trails, com 
prising a plurality of airplanes arranged to ily in 
substantially parallel paths, smoke trail releasing 
mechanism carried by each airplane, for form 
ing predetermined parts of a letter or symbol and 
selective signal receiving means carried in each 
airplane, for use in controlling the timingv and 
duration of the operation of the smoke trail re 
leasing mechanism in such airplane, said smoke 
trails being substantially parallel and cooperating 
to form individual and successive letters or sym 
bols, and signal generating means for generating 
signals for individual reception b-y said signal 
receiving means in the several airplanes, said 
smoketrails being substantially parallel and co 
operating to form individual and successive let 
ters or symbols. ‘ 

l2. Apparatus for use in forming letters or 
symbols in the air by means of smoke trails, com 
prising a plurality of airplanes arranged to ñy 

'in substantially parallel paths, smoke trail re 
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leasing mechanism carried by each airplane, for 
forming predetermined parts of a letter or sym 
bol selective signal receiving means carried in 
each airplane, and means in each airplane for 
amplifying such received signal and directly 
operating the corresponding smoke trail releas 
ing mechanism, for controlling the timing and 
duration of the smoke trail made by that air 
plane, said smoketrails being substantially paral 
lel and cooperating to form individual and suc 
cessive letters or symbols, and signal generating 
means for generating signals for individual re 
ception by said signal receiving means in the sev 
eral airplanes, said smoketrails being substantial 
ly parallel and cooperating to form individual and 
successive letters or symbols. 

13. Apparatus for use in forming letters or 
symbols in the air by means of smoke trails, corn 
prising a plurality of airplanes arranged to ily 
in substantially parallel paths, smoke trail releas 
ing mechanism carried by each airplane, for 
forming predetermined parts of a letter or sym 
bol selective signal receiving means carried in 
each airplane, for use in controlling the timing 
and duration of the operation of the smoke trail 
releasing mechanism in such airplane and means 
for sending signals of diiïerent wave lengths at 
controlled intervals to the several airplanes, for 
selective reception thereby, said smoketrails being 
substantially parallel and cooperating to form in 
dividual and successive letters or symbols, and 
signal generating means for generating signals 
for individual reception by said signal receiving 
means in the several airplanes, said smoketrails 
being substantially parallel and cooperating to 
form individual and successive letters or symbols. 

14. Apparatus for use in forming letters or 
symbols in the air by means of smoke trails, com 
prising a plurality of airplanes arranged to ily 
in substantially parallel paths, smoke trail re 
leasing mechanism carried by each airplane, for 
forming predetermined parts of a letter or sym 
bol, selective signal receiving means carried in 
each airplane, means in each airplane for ampli 
fying such received signal and directly operating 
the corresponding smoke trail releasing mecha 
nism, for controlling the timing and duration of 
the smoke trail made by that airplane and means 
for sending signals of different wave lengths at 
controlled intervals to the several airplanes, for 
selective reception thereby, said sm-oketrails be 
ing substantially parallel and cooperating to form 
individual and successive letters or symbols, and 
signal generating means for generating signals 
for individual reception by said signal receiving 
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means in the several airplanes, said smoketrails 
being substantially parallel and cooperating to 
form individual and successive letters or symbols. 

15. The method for forming letters or symbols 
in the air by means of smoke trails, comprising 
the steps of assigning to each of a plurality of 
airplanes a certain part of each letter or symbol, 
ilying said airplanes in contiguous and substan 
tially parallel paths, intermittently releasing sub 
stantially parallel smoke trails from >said air 
planes, the length, timing and placement of the 
smoke trails being determined by plural signals 
selectively received by the individual airplanes, 
said smoke trails cooperating to form individual 
and successive letters or symbols. 

16. The method for forming letters or symbols 
in the air by means of smoke trails, comprising 
the steps of assigning to each of a plurality of 
airplanes a certain part of each letter or symbol, 
flying said airplanes in contiguous and substan 
tially parallel paths, intermittently releasing sub 
stantially parallel smoke trails from said air 
planes, the length, timing and placement of the 
smoke trails being determined by plural signals 
of diiTerent Wave lengths selectively received by 
the several airplanes, said signals being ampli 
fied and serving to operate smoke trail releasing 
mechanism, said smoke trails cooperating to form 
individual and successive letters or symbols. 

1'7. The method for forming letters or symbols 
in the air by means of smoke trails, comprising 
the steps of assigning to each of a plurality of air 
planes a certain part of each letter or symbol, 
ilying said airplanes in contiguous and substan 
tially parallel paths, intermittently releasing sub 
stantially parallel smoke trails from said air 
planes, the length, timing and placement of the 
smoke trails being determined by plural signals of 
diiîerent wave lengths selectively received by the ` 
several airplanes, said signals being amplified 
and rendered perceptible to the operator and 
serving to guide him in controlling smoke trail 
releasing mechanism, said smoke trails cooperat 
ing to form individual and successive letters Vor 
symbols. 

18. The method of forming letters or symbols 
in the air, comprising the steps of assigning to 
each of a plurality or” airplanes a certain part of 
each letter or symbol, ilying said airplanes in sub 
stantially parallel paths, and releasing parallel 
smoke trails of controlled length at controlled in 
tervals, from the several airplanes, for building 
up individual and successive letters or symbols by 
use of such parallel trails. 

JOHN T. REMEY. 


